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MONTANA K A I M I N
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

AN INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

Friday, Nov. 15, 1968
VoL 71, No. 25

Rioters Cause San Francisco State To Close
By MARK MARKS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
and College Press Service
San Francisco State College was
closed for an indefinite period late
Wednesday afternoon by SFSC
President Robert R. Smith. The
closure followed several weeks of
sit-ins, demonstrations and strikes.
Greg DeJiere, city editor of the

Daily Gater, SFSC student news said. Amidst shouting, rock throw taught disadvantaged students for demonstrations and strikes.
paper, said in an interview with ing and fighting eight students two semesters at SFSC.
It was Berkeley’s Cleaver con
the Kaimin he didn’t think the were arrested, at least two of
The BSU also wanted a black troversy which precipitated the
campus would be closed long and whom were leaders of the Black studies department installed, office San Francisco State crisis. When
that classes possibly could begin Student Union.
space given to that department it was announced that Cleaver
as soon as Monday.
DeJiere said the Black Student and special admission given to would serve as a guest lecturer in
A demonstration on Wednesday Union demanded George M. Mur Negroes who do not meet the reg a Berkeley course on racism, the
involved approximately 2,000 stu ray, Black Panther minister of ular admission requirements.
Los Angeles Times revealed that
dents and about 30 members of education, be reinstated as an
Wilbur Wood, a UM graduate another Panther, Murray, was
the police tactical squad, DeJiere English instructor. Murray has who is reporting for the bi-weekly serving as a salaried instructor at
San Francisco Bay-Guardian, said San Francisco State.
Murray is a graduate student at
classes may convene next week
but demands and problems would the college. He was one of the
black students who beat up the
still be present.
of the Gater last year.
A coalition for white radical editor
When they found out Murray
groups met today on the SFSC was
teaching, the trustees of Cali
campus. It plans to reach the fornia’s
college system “re
community by means of a demon quested”state
President Smith to fire
stration on the San Francisco Ex him.
Smith
refused,
saying there
aminer. That city newspaper was no legal or professional
would not give fair coverage to to comply with the request.reason
Mur
the Wednesday student attack, De ray is by all accounts an excellent
Jiere said, because a member of teacher.
the California Board of Regents,
trustees apparently decided
who is also a member of the Board toThe
let Smith handle the problem
of Directors of Hearst newspapers, his
own
way, but then Murray be
is against student activists. The gan making
incendiary speeches
San Francisco Examiner is a mem around the state.
gave one
ber of the Hearst newspaper chain. speech in Fresno atHe
the time the
The coalition plans to visit local
were meeting there. In it
high schools and junior colleges, < trustees
he said, “We are all slaves, and
both of which have had a large the
only way to become free is to
number of strikes recently.
The fall term at San Francisco kill the slave-masters.”
(Continued on Page 7)
State has been marred by student

Colorado State Youths Protest
Dow Chemical Job Interviews
nHX&oMW
CHIEF PUSH AND HELPERS take time out while
preparing the Field House fpr the Foresters Ball
this weekend. Pictured from left are Dave Griggs
(kneeling), asst, chief push of the Ball; Dick

CUaunch, chief push; Bob Meuchel, Forestry Club
president; Dick Shimer, asst, chief push, and Bob
Thomas, publicity director. (Staff Photo by Bill
Anderson.)

Students Favor Pass-Fail Grading and
Reduced Requirements for P.E. in Poll
An Academic Affairs Commis
sion poll showed students favor
pass-fail grading for physical edu
cation courses and a reduction of
the physical education require
ment from six to three quarters.
The results of the poll were an
nounced at an Academic Affairs
Commission meeting last night and
will be presented to a faculty com
mittee next week.

Jack Green, commission mem
ber, said the poll showed 70 per
cent of approximately 1,100 stu
dents interviewed favored passfail grading for physical education
courses.
Some of the students suggested
an option for the individual stu
dent, which would allow him to
decide at the beginning of the
quarter whether he wanted a let-

Mexican Student Demands Met
As Officials Grant Concessions
MEXICO CITY (AP)—Students
who through four months of strikes
and bloody riots have held out for
answers to six demands got their
answers Thursday.
The government’s latest offer, to
give students a role in restructur
ing police and limiting their au
thority, is a response to the two
earliest demands which triggered a
conflict that so far has left more
than 50 dead.
Alfonso Corona Del Rosal, re
gent mayor of the Federal District
Mexico City, promised such a role
for students on a commission to
review police activities, which he
said would include teachers, gov
ernment officials, students and
businessmen.
Charges of police b r b t a l i t y
touched off clashes July 26 and
July 29 in which students, bystand
ers and police were Injured. On
July 30, troops used a bazooka to
blast their way into a university
preparatory school. Charging that
this violated a 40-year-old tradi
tion of student autonomy, prepara
tory, university and polytechnic
school students went on strike the
next day.
Throughout the demonstrations

and conflict that followed. The six
students demands were: 1. Dis
banding of riot police; 2. Firing of
three top police officials; 3. Repeal
of the constitution’s anti-subver
sion clauses; 4. Reaffirmation of
student autonomy; 5. Release of
“political prisoners;” 6. Payment
of indemnities for those injured or
killed during rioting.
The formation of a review board
theoretically opens the way for the
granting of the students’ first two
demands.
Debate is now under way in the
national Congress on the possible
repeal of anti-subversion laws.
The principle of autonomy al
ready has been reaffirmed by the
government’s recent orders that
the army should evacuate prepara
tory, polytechnic and university
campuses.
Some prisoners are being re
leased, and there are no firm esti
mates of how many still remain be
hind bars.
As for indemnities, the govern
ment has said that anyone who
can prove he was injured unwarrantedly by police or troops could
put in a claim for compensation.

ter grade or a pass-fail mark.
About 20 per cent of the stu
dents polled favored the elimina
tion of the physical education re
quirement.
Some 55 per cent wanted to
change to a three-quarter require
ment instead of the present sixquarter system.
Twenty per cent of the students
interviewed were satisfied with
the six-quarter requirement.
The Commission also is formu
lating plans to initiate a domestic
exchange program, in which UM
students could attend other uni
versities throughout the nation
while paying tuition and receiving
grades at UM.
Tentatively on the exchange list
are schools in Boston and New
•York and the Universities of Illi
nois and Alabama. Members are
preparing a pamphlet about the
program for students.
The Commission also is working
on plans to change the foreign lan
guage requirement.

FORT COLLINS, Colo. (AP) —
Fifteen young men and women
were arrested on the Colorado
State University campus yesterday
after they barricaded themselves
in a building in a futile effort to
block Dow Chemical Co. job inter
views.
After the protesters, 12 of them
CSU students, were removed, Dow
Chemical, which manufactures na
palm for use in Vietnam, began
the interviews.

The protesters, who had vowed
to “hold indefinitely” the third
floor of the university’s College of
Agriculture Building, first were
booked for investigation of loiter
ing, littering and damaging prop
erty.
Later, Dist. Atty. Gene F. Fisch
er said they would be held for in
vestigation of second-degree burg
lary and conspiracy to commit
burglary, with bond set at $2,500
apiece.
Mr. Fischer explained that any
person who enters a building in
Colorado with intent to commit
a crime is guilty of burglary, re
gardless of whether there was
forced entry.
Barricades of lumber and furni
ture were discovered in the stair
wells and doorways of the building
about 5 am. It was about four
Students may begin picking up hours later when the demonstra
winter quarter registration packets tors surrendered to Fort Collins
Tuesday in Main Hall 205.
police.
Students whose last names be
Before they came out, sym
gin with the letters G-O may pick pathizers outside handed out leaf
up their packets that day.
lets declaring the job interviews
Students whose names .begin would not be permitted “in our
with P-W may obtain their packets building.”
Wednesday.
The remainder of the student
body (X-Z, A-F) may pick up
packets Thursday.
Registration for all students will
begin Friday and continue through
Dec. 6.
Students may register in Main
Hall 205 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Missoula County Canvass
every day except Nov. 22 and Dec.
6 when registration will remain ing Board yesterday completed an
IBM recount of votes from the 36
open until 5 p.m.
county precincts where votomatic
machines were used to tally elec
tion results.
' The recount was ordered last
Tuesday by District Judge Jack L.
Green after an investgiation by
three UM faculty members re
vealed election returns were not
expected patterns.
program. The council gave the following
In addition to the machine count
money to AWS for production of of the 36 precincts, manual counts
the pageant, and agreed to absorb were made yesterday morning of
any further cost in production. votes in precincts 2, 3, 13, 17 and
Total cost of last year’s pageant 36. Miscounts had been highly ex
was $1,959. Miss Borg reported pected in these precincts.
$805 was taken in ticket sales.
The board presented the recount
John Barsness, business man information to Judge Green, who
ager, said the pageant would fall asked that the board send him an
under the area of Traditions Board official report of the findings this
and AWS personnel could work morning.
with the board in the production
Larry Nash and Ed Folkwein,
of the pageant. He added Program assistant production managers for
Council would also be asked about KUFM, UM radio station, observed
producing the 1969 pageant.
the IBM recount operations.

Packets Out
Next Week

Budget and Finance Committee
Discusses Pageant Allocation
Allocation of $1200 to a Central
Board agency to produce the 1969
Miss U of M Pageant was dis
cussed yesterday by Budget and
Finance Committee. A motion for
that purpose was tabled until next
week.
The action came after Margaret
Borg, former Associated Women
Students president, asked for the
$1200 on behalf of AWS for pro
duction of the pageant.
Last year Program Council was
allocated $1,000 by Budget & Fi
nance Committee to sponsor the

Vote Recount
Is Completed

Back to the Plantation
Dormitory Council has a secure position in Dean Clow’s
toolbox.
At some unannounced time, perhaps today, the Council will
meet and pretend to decide what Dean Clow has already de
cided about a number of female students who were caught
living off campus.
The approximately 20 young ladies in question did not turn
21 before the beginning of this quarter, and therefore are
required by the rules to live on campus until the end of the
quarter in which they turn 21. Most of the women become 21
some time this quarter, and some were of age only a few days
after the beginning of the quarter. Nevertheless, Main Hall’s
super snooper service soon discovered their transgressions and
Nov. 7 they were summoned into Dean Clow’s imposing pres
ence. Miss Clow threatened the women in her usual engaging
manner.
The outlook was very dark, she said, as usual, and consid
ering the seriousness of the offense it appeared strong action
would have to be taken. About the best the women could ex
pect, Miss Clow said, was to be forced into campus housing,
where they would be subjected to an indefinite period of “so
cial suspension,” entailing early curfews and such other de
basing regimentation as might be appropriate. Or, if justice
proved harsh, they might be suspended from the university.
Miss Clow then advised the offenders to write a letter to
Dormitory Council, explaining why they thought they were so
special they did not have to live on campus like all the other
female children. The letters had to be written before the
women could leave the outer office.
Before dismissing the transgressors, Dean Clow reminded
them of the grave peril they had placed themselves in, and
told them their fates were in the hands of Dormitory Council.
Dormitory Council consists of Dean Clow, Dean Cogswell,
Administrative Vice President George Mitchell, Residence
Halls Manager Andy Blank, Patsy Morton, who holds a myste
rious position in Dean Clow’s office, and James E. Brown, Stu
dent Facilities Coordinator. There allegedly is a student on the
Council, but he or she has not yet made it to a meeting.
There has been a tendency for Miss Clow to write the ma
jority opinion for this impartial crew. “A rule is a rule,” as
Miss Clow always explains, “and we all must go by the rules.
Mustn’t we?”
Right now, before Dean Clow’s black comedy goes any far
ther, it is time to begin a purge of outdated rules, beginning
wjth.the one forcing women to live on campus right up to their
21st birthdays. The Board of Regents ruled last summer that
matters pertaining to women’s housing were, to be determined
at the administrative level.
In view of the Regents’ ruling Main Hall seems more asinine
than usual in parrot-mouthing the “rules are rules” routine.
Is it possible to alter the rules for people instead of altering
people for the rules?
Probably not. So what is left for 21-year-old women who
find themselves with no rights in the University? Well, there’s
always SDS.
Dan Vichorek
White Rabbit Gets Education in Boy’s Place
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP)—Scott
Bracale, 8, hasn’t been to school for
nine days because there is a big
white rabbit sitting in his class
room and the boy is allergic to ani
mal fur.

Officials of Hilltop School in
suburban Beachwood said they
tried moving Scott into another
classroom about 1,500 feet away
from the rabbit, but he still be
came ill and had to go home.

W h a t W o u ld Parents T h in k o f Foresters
To the Kaimin:
The furor over obscenity in the
University created by the infam
ous essay The Student as Nigger
seems to have died out in light of
the passage of the six-mill levy.
However the subject of obscenity
is a heavy one. Tuesday night we
were treated to our school’s tradi
tional dirty joke — the forester’s
convo.
Where The Student as Nigger
served as educational material, the
Forester’s convo seemed to serve as
little more than a media to “gross”
people out. The Kaimin called the
convo colorful, myself and the peo
ple 1 talked to about the convo
would rather describe it as off
color. The jokes were mostly weak,
trite, immature and held together
only by obscene references to sex
ual intercourse, sodomy, homosex
uality, masturbation, etc.
This type of humor, reminiscent
of a high school locker room, may
have been stimulating to the for
esters but there were a lot of girls
in the audience who were success
fully “grossed out."
I wonder what the parents who
got up tight over The Student As
Nigger would have thought if
they would have seen their off
spring in action Tuesday night. I
wonder how many foresters can

now use or paraphrase with a
clear conscience, the p h r a s e s
“dirty hippie” or “smelly flower
child” (as was done at the begin
ning of the convo).
If anyone ever crusades to rid
our campus of obscenity, I believe
the best place to start would be
our proud school’s traditional dirty
joke — the foresters convo.
BILL YENNE
Sophomore, Art

It’s the

Campus Clipper
Barber Shop
for
Razor Cats, Sculpturing
and Styling
HAIRPIECES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
• Wigs
• Wiglettes
• Cascades
• Falls
• Toupees
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j
*
j
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Last Week’s Winner
of 10 gallons of gas
DAN FILLINGER
Sigma Phi Epsilon Freshman
• OPEN 24 HOURS
• Double Stamps to Students

Corner of McLeod and Helen
One Block from Lodge
Parking Lot

MONTANA KAIMIN

£ - Schwinn Bicycles
►
Sales & Service
t Lucey’s Bicycle Shop
►
2025 South Higgins

Drawing Tuesday, Nov. 19
Winner announced Nov. 22
in the Kaimin

Open from 8:30 to 3:30
Tuesday through Saturday

Editor_____________ Dan Vichorek
Managing Editor______ Ron Schleyer
Business Manager____Barbara Richey
Sports Editor_l____ Charlie Johnson
News Editor______Mary Pat Murphy
Feature Editor_____ __Marilyn Felo
Associate Editor--------- Gary Langley
Associate Editor_________ Jan Davis
Associate Editor______Ken Robertson
Associate Editor___________ ValerieSiphers
Photographer________________ BillAnderson
Published every Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday of the school year
by the Associated Students of Univer
sity of Montana. The School of Jour
nalism utilizes the Kaimin for practice
courses, but assumes no responsibility
and exercises no control over policy or
content. ASUM publications are respon
sible to Publications Board, a commit
tee of Central Board. The opinions
expressed on this page do not neces
sarily reflect the views of ASUM, the
State or the University Administration.
Represented for national advertising by
National Advertising Service. New
Work, Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles,
San Francisco. Entered as second-class
matter at Missoula. Montana 68801.
Subscription rate, $9 per year.

EASTERN JET SET
Five Northeastern states con
tributed a total of 27 per cent of
all Florida vacationists last year.
They are New York, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Massachusetts and
Connecticut, with New York lead
ing ail other states.
JTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTj

TAKE A TURKEY
HOME TO MOM!
DRAWING
for UM Students!
Just clip this ad, sign it
and take it to
1701 Brooks or
111 Orange
Name ___________
Address___________ ,__
Phone_______________

ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL
MOVIE OF THE WEEK

66Les Liasons Dangereuses”
Sunday, Nov. 17, 7:30 p.m.

Liberal Arts Room 11
Admission —50(*

JAM
SESSIO N
Sunday - 9 p.m.

KddeJhaus
STARTING MONDAY! MONDAY
THRU SATURDAY SHOP 9:30 ’TIL 9:30

Sale! pre-holiday
clearance values
throughout the store
JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
. .. including pants, skirts,
sweaters, jackets, blouses
and dresses. Wools, cot
tons. Were $7.00 to $25.00.
AUDIO-STEREO OR TONEX stereo
tape players at fabulous savings! Were
previously $89.95 each. Now just------MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE SPORTSHIRTS
. . . Regular and button-down collar style.
S, M, L and XL. Assorted colors. Were
$5.00 and $6.00 ___________________
MEN’S SLACKS . . . from famous makers!
Belt loops, cuffs. Assorted colors. Waist
sizes 29 to 38. Were $7.50 now ju st____
MEN’S SLACKS ... wools and wool blends.
Famous maker. Broken sizes. Assorted
seasonal colors. Regularly to $18.00 now_
HEEL AND TOE PANTS . . . by famous
Xtrovert. In assorted checks and solids!
Sizes 5 to 13. Were regularly $14.00 ___
HANDBAGS . . . from Garay! Swagger,
classic and casual styles. Choose from a
wide assortment of colors! Values to $10.00

i Q99 to 2599

Four Convenient
Locations

6495

• Holiday Village
• East Broadway
• West Broadway
• Bud Lake Village
N.W.N.L. Representative, Rod Lung,
With Former Teammate, Tom Lavery

THE SION OF GOOD FOOD
2 — MONTANA KAIMIN

irk

NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL
LIFE INSURANCE
323 Washington
Friday, Nov. 15, 1968

549-4154
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Q99
8 88
8 99
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'West Side Story9Has Room for Dreamers
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Movie Review By
MARILYN MILLER
Why review West Side Story?
Isn’t it an acknowledged classic?
A milestone in the history of mu-

l

European Movie
Shows Gallic Wit
Movie Review By
MAUREEN CURNOW
Les Liaisons Dangerenses is a
20th century version of an. 18th
century epistolary novel by Choderlos de Laclos which purported
to teach good by showing evil. As
the author said: “It seems to me
that showing how evil people cor
rupt others is definitely a service
to morality.”
The book was judged scandalous
in the 18th century and the 20th
century film version was withheld
from export by the French gov
ernment for two years as “detri
mental to the French character.”
The movie outlines the tactical
maneuvers of Mme. and Messr. de
Merteuil (played by Jeanne Mo
reau and Gerard Philipe) in their
corruption and seduction of other
individuals. Each is fully aware of
the other’s actions and they even
assist in each other’s plans. The
theme really has nothing to do
with sex, it is rather a depiction
of the mechanisms of evil and its
destructive forces.
Roger Vadim has thus directed
a serious condemnation of immor
ality, but has also handled the
subject with enjoyable Gallic wit.
There is an edge of bitterness in
the laughter in this film. The
scene is modem and much of the
action takes place at a French ski
resort.
The film is one of Roger Vadim’s
best. The music is by Thelonius
Monk and Jack Murray. The film
is in French, but has English sub
titles. It is sponsored by ASUM
Program Council.—Sunday, 7:30
pjn. LA. 11.

sicals? That’s its reputation, but
being a classic implies that it can
endure being examined again and
again. I liked the musical, but I
did object to several things in the
movie: the actors’ singing and
dancing during emotional crises,
the overdone romanticizing of the
hero and heroine, and the catering
to middle class prejudice and hy
pocrisy.
I felt my first objection was un
fair in asking for realism: my
friends don’t sing or dance in the
streets. Shouldn’t a musical use its
most effective tools, dancing and
singing, during emotional crises?
In fact realism would be out of
place in a musical. My -objection
stems from my being used to a
different convention—realism. A
convention in art is the use of a
technique to create a certain im
pression that is accepted as real
due to general usage. For instance,
the enlarging of the figure on the
screen is accepted by us to mean
not that the figure is growing in
size, but that we as viewers are
getting a closer look at the figure.
Our reason for accepting this in
terpretation is due to the consist
ent use of this technique to create
this impression in our minds. My
experience as a movie-goer in the
last two or three years has led me
to expect realism, but a realism
that is as much a convention as
singing is a convention of the mu
sical. After I had relaxed and ac
cepted the form in which West
Side Story was presented, r found
the music and the dancing creating
the artistic tension of the film.
Thus I found the fight scene very
exciting, dynamic, and brutal,
even though it was danced instead
of faked by stunt men.
The overdone romanticizing of
the hero and heroine, Tony and
Maria, I found much more objec
tionable because it really dis
tracted from the strength of some
scenes. I particularly objected to
the windows in the background
suddenly looking like church win
dows and the room with the two
young lovers suddenly being filled

with golden light, effects which
might make the story more effec
tive on stage but tend to make a
movie hokey. In fact, much of the
overdone romanticism could have
been simply problems in transfer
ring the musical from the stage to
the screen. The background was
not too realistic and was left
stagey most of the time. I could
not tell whether "this movie was
an attempt to use the medium of
film or simply an attempt to re
cord the Broadway musical on
film. Attempts at the former ran
into glaring technical problems
and were not tried very often.
The last objection I had to the
movie was that although it had a
theme of the mistreatment of a
minority group, the movie’s Puerto
Rican heroine was the most Caucausian-looking of the Puerto Ri
can girls. I object to this because
it is hypocrisy and white conde
scension. It reminded me too much

of Gness Who’s Coming to Dinner.
So these are my objections, but
at the risk of being considered
sentimental, I still liked West Side
Story and found it worth going to.
The movie is not realistic, but it
is full of dreams. The story was
about two people who could not
find room :n their world for their
dreams. Even the sarcasm about
the American Dream of equality
and opportunity was a kind of
dream. If you go to West Side
Story, remember it’s a musical and
handle it carefully. It’s fragile and
full of dreams. Perhaps it’s the
only place where there 'is room for
those dreams.

i Brighten Up \
YOUR WARDROBE AT

t SUNSHINE l
I CENTER :
►£ Coin Operated Laundry *J
£

and Dry Cleaning

formerly $9.00-$12.00

a

( S ig n a l
i
^ S ecreta rial ( S ervice

for
Wild Game
Processing
•
Duck & Goose
Processing
•
Fish Smoking

REDUCED
$3.00-$5.00-$8.00

Dear Sir or Madam:
Let SIGNAL type your term
papers, themes, speeches.
You’ll get quick service and
professional results. One free
carbon with the type copy.
Footnoting no extra.
We will pick up and deliver.
Call MARLENE LODMELL at:

515 UNIVHSIT.Y

Signal Secretarial
Service

% block from campus

1420 W. Broadway
728-1895

J

£
HOLIDAY VILLAGE
<
►
■<
EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 4

Time to Think
About Gifts!
BLOUSES

2

Lockers

•

Eggs
3 dozen for $1
Open 7 Days a Week
8 a.m.—6 p.m.

Brooks Street
Lockers
(Behind Eddy’s Bakery)
230% Brooks
543-5280

52ND FORESTERS’ BAIT.

CO STUM E CONTEST
$80 IN PRIZES TO BE GIVEN
EACH NIGHT!
Categories—
Best Dressed Man
Best Dressed Woman

1st, 2nd, 3rd Place
Each Night

Costume Themes—
Old West
Pioneer Days
Turn of the Century
PRIZE DONORS
Henn Hause
Helen’s Mill Ends
F. A. Buttrey Co.
Ogg Shoe Store
Dixon & Hoon Shoe Store
Yandt’s Men’s Wear
Missoula Mercantile
K-G Men’s Store
Cecil’s

The Daisy
Chippewa Boot Company
Southside Beauty Shop Sportsman’s Surplus
Bob Ward & Sons
State Ski Store
The Music Center
Diana Shop
Liberty Lanes
Angelo’s
Treasure State Bowling
Gull Ski Shop
Ming’s
The Westerner’s
Montana Sports Co.
Dragstedt’s

V
The Klothes Kloset
A & B Men’s Store
Sharief’s Pizza Parlor
Shakey’s Pizza Parlor
Howard’s Pizza
Bed Lion
Black Angus
Heidelhaus

Please Observe University Drinking Regulations
Friday, Nov. 15, 1968 ^
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IM Football Pairings
★

★

250 Women
To Attend U
Gym Clinic

★

Shockers

About 250 Montana high school
and college women and instructors
will attend a gymnastics clinic to
day and Saturday in the Women’s
Center.
Mrs. Judy Barkley, health and
physical education instructor, will
direct the clinic, which is spon
sored by the women’s health and
physical education .department.
A clinic tor UM coeds will be
held at 3:30 p.m. today, with a
separate clinic for visiting women
slated for Saturday.
Movements will be demonstrated
by gymnasts from Nevada and Ida
ho, including Candy Oliver of the
University of Nevada, who placed
11th nationally in the uneven par
allel bar competition this year.

★

★

★

Women to Swim Dec. 2

Phi Delta Theta to Play BFD
For IM Football Title Today
BFD will attempt to unseat the
defending intramural f o o t b a 11
champions, Phi Delta Theta, in the
IM championship game at 4 p.m.
today on the Cloverbowl.
BFD, playing its first game of
the tournament, edged the David
Linns 6-0. Meanwhile, the Phi
Delts rolled over independent pow
er Lagnaf 24-0 in the other semi
final game.
A 40-yard touchdown pass from
Skip McMahon to Gary Notti late
in the game gave BFD the victory.
The Linns scored a touchdown
which was called back because of
an offside penalty.
PDT, paced by seven intercep
tions, scored in every quarter ex-

Volleyball Squad
Defeats Gonzaga
The UM women’s varsity volley
ball team defeated Gonzaga 2-0
for its only win in an invitational
tournament at Eastern Washing
ton State College in Cheney last
weekend.
Montana lost to Whitworth 2-0,
Washington State 2-1, Eastern
Washington 2-1, Central Washing
ton 2-1 and Eastern Oregon 2-0.

cept the fourth. Bruce Heidecke,
who quarterbacked the team last
season, threw touchdown passes to
Jim Allison, Ron Madeen, Ken Gil
lette and Terry Robinson for the
scores.
BFD reached the semi-finals
without playing a game as the
club drew a bye.
The Phi Delts defeated the RA’s
14-6 in their first game of the
tournament.

A swim meet sponsored by the
Women’s Recreation Association
has been scheduled for Dec. 2 in
the Grizzly Pool.
Interested women may sign up
with their WRA representatives or
call 243-2226.
Practices will be held Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Nov.
25 at the Men’s Gym pool, and
WRA participation points will be
awarded.
ALL-AMERICAS
Pacific has had five All-America
football players, Dick Bass, Ken'
Bucks, Eddie LeBaron, Art McCaffray and John Podesto.

250 CAR WASH
MISSOULA’S FINEST CAR WASH
“WE HAVE 500 POUNDS OF PRESSURE SPRAY
OR BRUSHES TO CLEAN YOUR DIRT AWAY.”

— Borg Warner —

Large Selection of Tapes

Valley Motor Supply
is also distributor for
the following auto accessories:
Fenton Chrome Reverse and Mag Wheels
Hurst Shifters
Namsco Chrome Air Filters
Superior Custom Steering Wheels

VALLEY MOTOR SUPPLY
223 E. Main

549-2318

DRIVE—A RED-HOT
PONTIAC. . .
AT A RED-HOT
PRICE! 1969

Treasure State Bowling Center

“20” LeMans Hardtops
In Stock to Choose From

“FEELING DISORDERLY?”

Equipment such as—Bucket Seats—350 V-8 Engine—
Power Steering—Power Brakes—Automatic Transmission
—Deluxe Radio—Chrome pkg.—White Wall 825x14 Tires
—Plus All the Pontiac Standard Safety Features.

Next to the

Remember. . .
Call JOHN or DAVE
543-4828

SLIGHT LEAD
Stanford holds a slight lead in
the football series with the Uni
versity of California. The Indians
have won 31 games, lost 29 and tied
10 in Northern California’s biggest
rivalry.

BAIL BONDS
$25—$10,000

CITY CENTER BARBER SHOP
Modern barbering in an
old-fashioned setting.
We specialize in hair cuts, razor
cuts, hear styling, shave, shampoo.
And if you want an occasional mustache,
come see our line of real-hair mustaches,
sideburns and beards.

CaU for an appointment:
549-0249
104 E. Main
downstairs in the
First Federal Savings Building
Ready and waiting. . .
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Wide Choice of Car
and Home Stereos include:
Automatic Radio — Mayfcdr
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r Ly0; i f ”_____ * 2 ,9 9 7 ° °
Also the Finest in used Pontiacs
And the best of the rest
60 MERCURY—Sharp, 2 Dr. H.T. Cpe.
-57 CHEVROLET—4 Dr., H.T., V-8, Auto.
62 CHEVROLET—2 Dr., 6 Cyl., 4 Sp.
63 CHEVROLET—4 Dr., Impala, V-8
64 CHEVROLET—2 Dr., 6 Cyl., 4 Sp.
64 FORD—Galaxie, 2 Dr., H.T., V-8
64 PONTIAC—Catalina, 2 Dr., H.T., Power
64 FORD—Econo. Van, 6 Cyl., Stick
65 DODGE—400, 2 Dr., H.T., V-8, Power
65 OLDSMOBILE—4 Dr., H.T., Sharp
66 MERCURY—2 Dr., H.T. Cpe., V-8, 4 Sp.
67 PONTIAC—Grand Prix, Full Power
67 PONTIAC—Custom, H.T. Cpe., V-8, Stick
67 PLYMOUTH—Satelite, 2 Dr., H.T., V-8
68 PONTIAC—G.T.O., 2 Dr., H.T., 400 Eng., 4 Sp.

$345.00
$195.00
$495.00
$695.00
$595.00
$1095.00
$1295.00
$595.00
$1395.00
$1595.00
$1995.00
$3195.00
$1995.00
$2345.00
$2995.00

Now At One Big Location

EXECUTIVE
Pontiac _ Cadillac
UPTOWN — 300 West Main

Seek 1st Win in 6 Games
Save While You Shop at

Grizzlies to End 1968 Season
At Northern Arizona Saturday
The Montana Grizzlies, winless
in their last five starts, will be
trying to finish the season with a
win as they face Northern Ari
zona in Flagstaff, Ariz., at 1:30
p.m. Saturday.
Northern Arizona also will be
playing its final game of the year
and must win to stay above the
.500 mark. The Lumberjacks are
5-4 on the year, compared to
Montana’s 2-6 record.
NAU has defeated Long Beach
State, 26-20; Omaha University,
7-6; Northern Illinois, 43-14; Hi
ram Scott College, 37-7, and East
ern New Mexico, 35-17. Losses
have come to Drake, 30-14; Weber
State, 21-14; San Fernando State,
21-20, and Montana State, 20-15.
“If we can keep the same spirit
we’ve had for the last two games,
we should be able to win this one,”
head coach Jack Swarthout said
yesterday.
“Northern Arizona is bigger
than we are, and they have good
speed,” he said. “Their quarter
back, Mike Olson, is a good passer,
and he has two good receivers in
Charles Brown and Walt Mannon.”
Swarthout said the Lumberjacks
have a powerful fullback, Lacey
Colter, who runs well.
Mike Buzzard, starting Grizzly
tailback, will be out of the lineup
this week with a rib injury. He
will be replaced by John McBuriowa
“We are scared to death of the
•Grizzlies,” Northern Arizona coach
Andy McDonald told the Montana
Xaimin yesterday.
“I feel they have the best per
sonnel in the Big Sky Conference
hut have just had a little tough
luck,” he said.
McDonald said his team lost four
■“key” players against Montana
State Oct. 26 which will hurt the
Xiumberjacks.
Arizona’s practices have been
hampered by bad weather this
week, according to McDonald, as
the school is located in the moun
tains and gets quite a bit of snow
and cold weather during the fall.
Probable offensive starters for
■the Grizzlies will be Jim Kelly and
A1 Luis at ends; Tuufuli Uperesa
and Bill Gutman at t&ckles; Lon
Howard and Butch Ortiz at guards;
Rick Sparks at center; Ray Brum
at quarterback; McBurrows at tail^back; Roy Robinson at fullback,
and Doug Bain at slotback.
Likely to start on defense are
Herb White and Tim Gallagher at
ends; Jim Nordstrom and Ron
Garske at tackles; Larry Stranahan at middle guard; Bob Beers'
and Greg Paresa at linebackers;
Pat Schruth and Bob Guptill at
comerbacks, and •Mace Gray and
Mick O’Neill at safeties.
Offensively, Northern Arizona
will start Mannon and Rusty Till
man at ends; Ozzie Slade and Den
nis Keifer at tackles; Jim Bunck
and Bob Glassner at guards; Steve
Preston at center; Olson at quar
terback; Roy Whalen at tailback;
Colter at fullback, and Brown at

OLSON’S
for
a wide variety of cold beverages
party supplies
and
gas at 29.9 a gallon

flankerback for the Lumberjacks. ard, White, Kelly, Gartha Morgan,
Seventeen Grizzlies will end LaRue Nelson, Rick Strauss, Bruce
their college football careers Sat Nordstrom, Fred Tubbs, Ron
urday. They are Gray, O’Neill, Baines, Pete Mullins and Ed Daw
Paresa, Sparks, Beers, Ortiz, How- son.

OLSON’S

Charlie Horses

Grocery and Gasoline Save Station
S. HIGGINS

by
Dance to the Incredible

Charlie Johnson
The Montana Grizzlies’ long, disappointing 1968 football sea
son will end Saturday in the snowy mountains of Arizona.
And it will end, I predict, with a victory over Northern
Arizona.
Coach Jack Swarthout’s club looked good for three quarters
the past two weeks, faltering only in the final minutes of the
game.
The Tips deserved to win against Weber Saturday, but the
fourth quarter syndrome struck again. Quarterback Ray Brum
showed great improvement from past performances, and the
Grizzly line outhit the bigger Wildcats.
Weber, in fact, was none too impressive. I thought both
Idaho and Montana State looked like far better teams when
they played the Grizzlies.
A look at Weber’s schedule, however, helps explain the
team’s 8-1 record. Besides conference opponents, the Wildcats
have played South Dakota State, California State, Northern
Arizona, Boise College and Portland State. None of these
schools, it is safe to say, are exactly headed for the Super
Bowl.
The end of the season should be a welcome relief for Swarth
out and his staff as they will have the entire winter to deter
mine what went wrong and take the proper steps to remedy
the problems.
Interest now focuses on the “new” Grizzly basketball team,
which will be formally unveiled to the public at the VarsityAlumni game at the Field House on Nov. 23.
TOP RUSHER
Leon Burton of Arizona State
University holds the NCAA record
for most net yards per carry. In
1957, Burton averaged 9.62 yards
each carry for the Sun Devils.

S U N D A Y

lc S P E C I A L
HANSEN’S ICE CREAM
519 S. Higgins

TGIF SPECIAL
V ‘2. Price Beverage
4-6 p.m.
Starting Monday

Speedlimit
HAPPY HOUR
Free Popcorn
Daily 4-9

CATERING SERVICE

THE Self-Service Auto Care
SPURS Saves You Money
Lubes ______________________ 75<
Tire Balance______________ 50^/wh
Major Brand Oil_____ _______ 45f qt

We Furnish Everything . . .
YOU DO THE WORK TO KEEP YOUR CAR
IN TIP-TOP SHAPE

FREE . . . Five Minute Car Wash with 10-Gallon Purchase
of THUNDERBIRD GAS
1358 BROADWAY

DON’T COOK TONIGHT—CALL

IN THE U of M LODGE

A complete hot
dinner consisting of:
Jumbo Gulf Shrimp
Crisp French Fries
Tangy Cocktail Sauce
Old Fashioned Muffin

CHICKEN
DELI GHT ’1.49

SCRUMPTIOUS

212 E. Main St
Missoula, Montana
542-0303
FREE DELIVERY

IS AVAILABLE TO ANY
UNIVERSITY-SPONSORED GROUP

SHRIMP
DELIGHT
DINNER

for
•

•
Bucket 0
18 pieces .
24 pieces .
36 pieces .
48 pieces .

HOURS
Monday-Thursday
Friday.
Saturday
Sunday & Holidays

Breakfasts

4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
4:00 pjn.-12:00 pjn.
12 Noon-12 Midnight
12 Noon-9:00 p.m.

•
Teas
•

Desserts
•

•

Banquets

Luncheons

Dinner Dances

FOR 10 TO 650 PERSONS!
Banquet Prices from $2 Per Plate

UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICE OFFICE
Phone 243-4332
CALL ON US FOR ANY TYPE OF
CATERING SERVICE!
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An Interview with Huey Newton

Panthers Want Ghetto Change
From All-Black Prison to Home
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Here are excerpts from an in
terview with Huey P. Newton of
the Black Panther party, after his
conviction in Oakland, Calif., on
a voluntary manslaughter charge,
during which he discussed Pan
ther philosophy. The interview
was conducted by Harold V.
Streeter of The Associated Press.

politics or human interactions are
made up of very practical things
or practical problems. These prob
lems are centralized around hous
ing, protection and security of the
inhabitants of the community, educatioh, employment and also the
promotion of one’s cultural heri
tage.
Streeter: You have said before
but please say again why the black
panther was chosen as a symbol.
Newton: The Black Panther
party used the black panther as a
symbol following the example of
the Lowndes County Freedom Or
ganization which was the political =
party of the South . . . in Alabama
. . . They chose the black panther |=
because of the nature of the pan
ther. The black panther doesn’t
attack anyone but if he’s pushed
in the comer he will certainly use
self-defense and if the assailant is
persistent then he’ll wipe out his
aggressor, thoroughly, wholly,
absolutely and completely. We
thought this was a very noble
symbol and we followed their
pattern.

| Join the pizza for lunch hunch
M
at

1 SHARIEF

Delivery and Dining Room Service
Begins at Noon
1106 W. Broadway
543-7312

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

perienees, the fact that we’re Afri
cans who gained or suffered an
American experience and the
American experience was slavery
that made a new culture based
around our slavery. So if one is
black this would indicate that he
is a part of this ethnic minority
which is the Afro-American group.
Streeter: What did the Black
Panthers do by way of carrying
Streeter: What prompted yon out the purpose of their organiza
and Bobby Seale to organize the tion?
Black Panthers in the fall of 1966?
Newton: We organized from the
Newton: We . . . from our ob grass root level, from the black
ghettos.
Approximately 90 or 98
servations we concluded that it
was necessary to organize the per cent of blacks in America are
black political party in order for in the lower class, social economic
black people, to seize control of class bracket, and they live in the
various institutions within our ghettos, which is somewhat of a
community. We felt that the anal- prison. We would like to make the
yis of the American political ghetto a home instead of a prison.
arena had been somewhat falla We organized around a very prac
ciously analyzed. We felt that the tical program and we attempted
chief theme of the black move to attack, get solutions to practical
ment since 1905 was centered on problems in the community, be
a very abstract thing called inte cause most of the black people in
gration. And we think that1'inte the ghetto feel that politics is no
gration is a myth because it’s a longer relevant to them, but
closed society and you can only through our analysis we saw that
integrate into an open society.
America as a nation is made up of
many nations, as they say many
ethnic groups and each ethnic
group seems to try to assert it
self through controlling the insti
tutions that directly affect them.
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — Deep
Streeter: What were the quali cooling of the body has been used
by a physiologist at Emory Uni
fications for membership?
increase the
Newton: They’re flexible. To be versity to drastically
of drugs used to treat
black and this is about the chief effectiveness
cancer,
the
Atlanta
qualification because we felt—we said in a copyrighted Constitution
story Wed
feel that the black people have an nesday.
ethnic culture not particularly
The
newspaper
account,
by
based upon the color of blackness staffer Jeff Nesmith, said Dr. Vojin
but based upon our historical ex- Popovich’s technique also protects
other portions of the body from
being damaged by the drugs.
WHAT NEXT?
Popovic was- quoted as saying
Arizona State University’s nick his research using “5 — Fluorouaname, the Sun Devils, is the third cil” has been done almost exclu
in the history of the school. The sively on laboratory animals but
school’s teams were known as the plans are being made for sweep
Tempe Normal Owls until the ing tests on scores of European
school name was changed to Ari cancer patients next spring.
zona State Teachers College, when
The chemical used in the tests
the Bulldogs became the nickname. has been known for nearly a dec
ade
and has been widely employed
In 1946, students selected the pres
ent name.
in treating cancer, the article said.

Cooling Cancer Key Hinted
However, the drug, which at
tacks the genetic material that al
lows cancerous cells to reproduce,
also acts upon normal body tissues
including some tissues more sen
sitive to the chemical than are the
tumors.
The Constitution said that in the
past concentrations of the drug
strong enough to retard or destroy
tumors have been too strong for
vital body tissues to survive and
the patient has died.
It said Popovic has found that
when a cancer patient’s body tem
perature is lowered. 5-Fluorouracil has little effect on either the tu
mor or normal tissue. But, warm
ing the cancerous tissues through
special devices such as one using
ultrasonic waves, Popovic said the
tumor absorbs more of the drug
and the cooled normal tissues ab
sorb only small amounts.

Terry Hober

Joe Connors

ASK ABOUT OUR
• SENIOR FINANCING PLAN
No immediate cash outlay for qualified senior and
graduate students.
• HOSPITALIZATION AND ACCIDENT COVERAGE
• ANNUITIES
• COMPLETE LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAMMING

SECURITY MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Savings Center Building, Suite 520 '
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W IN T H IS H A T
WIN

The G ift fo r L o ve ly Legs

PANTY.
HOSE
$3.00

A 124 Sport Spider
in the

FIRST ANNUAL
P hasing

Safe Driving Essay Competition
For College Students
2nd & 3rd Prizes

4th & 5th Prizes

First in Missoula

All-expense paid trip
to a Spring Auto Show

$100

$25 prize awarded by
Auto Centre, Ltd.

50 Finalists will be selected from 50 states
Each state winner receives $50

Entry Blanks and Details at:

AUTO CENTRE, LTD.
93 South & Strand
*3,181 p.o.e. New York

DEADLINE: DECEMBER 10
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PANTIES

543-8371

San Francisco
State U Closes
(Continued from Page 1)
Smith then announced that a
faculty committee would investi
gate whether Murray had violated
'‘professional ethics” and should
be fired.
On Oct. 20, Murray stood on a
table in the college dining com
mons and called for a strike be
cause the school’s new Black
Studies department had not been
funded or given staff or office
space. He also urged black stu
dents to carry guns at all times to
protect themselves from white ad
ministrators.
Two days later—and four days
before the election—Glenn Dumke,
chancellor of the California State
Colleges, ordered Smith to suspend
Murray. Smith first asked to meet
with Dumke, but when that re
quest was refused he waited until
Friday (Nov. 2), after most stu
dents had left for the weekend,
before finally carrying out the
order.
Technically Murray could be re
instated if the faculty committee
investigating his conduct finds
that he should not be fired. But
most of the striking students be
lieve the investigation is intended
to remove Murray and that he
will not be given a fair hearing.
It is also likely that the trustees
would order Murray removed if
the faculty refused to do so.
The student strike was originally
called by the Black Student Union
at San Francisco State. But it also
has support from the Third World
Liberation Front, a coalition of
non-white student groups, and
several groups of white students.
The student government has en
dorsed the strike, along with SDS
and other white radical groups, the
student-run Experimental College,
two unions of student workers,
and the American Federation of
Teachers locally.
Although Murray’s suspension
sparked the crisis, the striking stu
dents have many other grievances.
Among them are attempts by
Chancellor Dumke to get more
control over student funds, which
they fear would endanger the Ex
perimental College and other stu
dent programs; failure of the
trustees to approve a badly needed
student union building, and dis
satisfaction with the progress on
the Black Studies department.
Accordingly, the students have
several demands in addition to re
hiring Murray, including faster
action on the Black Studies de
partment, admission of all non
white students who apply this fall,
replacement of the white financial
aid counselor with a non-white, no
action against those who partici
pate in the strike, and scrapping
of Dumke’s plan to get control of
student funds.

COUPON D A Y S
Skaggs Drug

Sensationally Priced Items
S p Skaggs Savings Coupon

Skaggs Savings Coupon
AQUA NET AND STYLE

LISTERINE

HAIR SPRAY
-•
•
•
•

Reg. 981 Value
Super and Regular Hold
Also unscented
Limit 2 Per Coupon

MOUTHWASH GARGLE
•
•
•
•

690

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Fear
of allowing sex education in
schools is promoting premartial
pregnancy and venereal disease
among the young, educators were
told Thursday.
Eleanore B. Luckey, chairman of
the University of Connecticut De
partment of Child Development
and Family Relations called this an
obvious contradiction.
She told the 20th annual Cali
fornia Conference on Educational
research that communities which
oppose sex education want, at the
same time, a reduction in pre
martial pregnancies and venereal
disease.
“So the argument is circular,”
Mrs. Luckey said. “By not giving
information we bring about the
very consequences we fear.”
She suggested three goals to
ward establishing sex education in
schools:
—Present full and complete in- .
formation appropriate to the age
and development of the child.
—Adopt an honest, open and
frank willingness to deal with sex
ual material, issues and problems.
—Recognize sexual behavior as
one part of a much larger pattern
of behavior and social concern.

790

COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

i
^

Skaggs Savings Coupon

Skaggs Savings Coupon

xz>

g

500 COUNT

CLEARSIL

FILLER PAPER

I. Medicated Skin Cream
’
>
l
>|

• Reg. 99tf Value
• Doesn’t Show, Works Invisibly
*10 oz. Tube Size
• For Pimples, Acne
COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

• Reg. 99tf Value
• College Ruled—10% x 8 Size
• Special for Notes & Themes
• Stock Up at This Low Price
COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

Skaggs Savings Coupon

Skaggs Savings Coupon

MACLEAN’S, CREST OR GLEEM

PANTY HOSE

690

560

SEAMLESS

TOOTHPASTE
•
•
•
•

Reg. 791 Value
5 oz. King Size Tube
Also Pepsodent
Limit 4 Tubes a Coupon

•
•
•
•

590

COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

Sex Education
Fear Causes
VD, Pregnancy

Reg. $1.29 Value
20 FI. oz. Bottle
Kills Gernis on Contact
Limit 2 per Coupon

i

>o

<§

f
GILLETTE RIGHT GUARD

EGG SHAMPOO &
CREME RINSE

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
• Reg. $1.00 Value
• Super Dry Deodorant
• 5 oz. Spray Can
5 9 *
• Ideal for Men or Women
COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

990

COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

i

COUPON GOOD ONLY NOV. 15, 16 & 17

Skaggs Savings Coupon

RICHARD HUDNUT

Reg. $1.78 Value
1 Pint Size Bottle
For Lustrous, Lovlier Hair
Hair Conditioner

770

1

Skaggs Savings Coupon

•
•
•
•

Reg. $1.29 Value
Assorted Colors
Seamless—Stretch Nylon
First Quality—The Smoother
Look

§

i
STORE HOURS:

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY ___ 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
SUNDAY ONLY_____;__________ 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The Most Complete Drug Store in Missoula
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Concerning U
• The Wesley Foundation and
the L.D.S. Institute will compete
In a football game tomorrow at 2
p.m. on the Clover Bowl. A din
ner for the Wesley Foundation and
Gamma Delta members will be at
5:30 pun. Sunday at the First Lu
theran Church, 1104 S. Higgins
Ave,
• Students traveling to Warm
Springs for visitations and semi
nar meetings will meet Saturday
at 9 a.m. at the UCCF House, 430
University.
• A married couples group,
sponsored by the Campus Chris
tian Council, is having an organi
zational meeting tonight at 6 at
the Lutheran Center, 532 Univer
sity Ave. A potluck dinner will be
given and baby sitting provided.
• A Russian movie of Shake
speare’s “Othello” with an English
soundtrack will be shown Tues
day at 4 p.m. in LA 11. Admission
is 50 cents.
• Applications for Sentinel pho
tographer must be turned in at the
Lodge Desk by Tuesday. All appli
cants must appear before Publica-

Traffic Board |
Traffic Board fined five students
Thursday a total of $50.

Robert Cheeseman, Carolyn Pfohl
and Diana Smith were fined $5 each
for not registering their cars. The three
students were required to purchase
decals at $9 each. Robert Cheeseman
was also fined SI for parking in the
wrong lot and $3 for not paying the
fine within the 72 day limit. Carolyn
Pfohl was fined an extra $1 for park
ing overtime.
Traffic Board also fined John Helms
1 for parking in a visitors* lot and
ennifer Pryor $2 for two tickets re
ceived for parking overtime.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

tions Board Tuesday at 4 pjn. in
the ASUM Activities Room.
• Applications for student am
bassador, membership on the Mon
tana Affairs Commission and Pro
gram Coun6il are available at the
Lodge Desk.
• Cynthia Schuster, professor
of philosophy, will speak on athe
ism at the L.D.S. Conflux today
at noon at the LJD.S. Institute, 515
McLeod.
• The Melting Pot Coffee House,
401 University, is open tonight and
tomorrow night from 8:30 pjn. to
1 a.m. Both evenings will be open
for impromptu folk music per
formances.
• Richard Hugo, assoc, profes
sor of English, will present a read
ing of his poetry Saturday at East
ern Oregon College, La Grande,
Arts Festival.
Mr. Hugo will be reading poems
from his book “Lady of Kicking
Horse Reservoir.”
• The WRA election has been
postponed until Wednesday. Voting
will be from 10 a.m.-4 pjn. in the
Women’s Center.
• “Violence in a Social Setting”
is the theme of a conference to be
held Tuesday from 10 ajn. to 4
pjn. at the University Congrega
tional Church in the Fireside
Room.
The conference is a project of
Social Welfare 483, a laboratory
and evaluation class.
Speakers will be Denault Blouin,
English instructor; Paul Carpino,
head of the Missoula-Mineral Re
sources Commission; Dougl a s

!

PLACEMENT |
CENTER

The Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Albuquerque, will interview teach
er candidates for the 1969-70
school year. Openings are antici
pated for elementary teachers and
guidance-home living profession
als.
Osco Drug, Inc., Franklin Park,
HI., will interview seniors for a
6. TYPING
management
trainee position in the
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson. 235 Midwest.
Dearborn. 549-7818.
23-tfc

Each line (5 words average)
first insertion _______ ______SO#
Each consecutive insertion_____ 10#
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
publication
If errors are made in advertisement,
Immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.

Chase of the Missoula police de
partment; Ulysses Doss, humani
ties instructor; Robert Gambs, di
rector of the UM Mental Hygiene
Clinic and instructor in psychiatric
social welfare, and Benjamin
Wright, sociology instructor.
Each speaker will give a half
hour talk and then take part in a
panel discussion at 3 pjn.
• General Lewis B. Hershey,
director of the selective service
system, was quoted in a recent
newsletter of the Council of Grad
uate Schools as saying induction of
students who are enrolled in post
graduate courses may be post
poned.
The cases of students requesting
postponement would be considered
individually. Postponement may
be granted until the end of the
quarter in which the student is
enrolled.

RON’S Auto Refinishers
PAINT and BODY SHOP
MIDDLESEX and STRAND
PH. 549-2347
MISSOULA, MONTANA
HOME 549-8092

CALLING U
TODAY
Intervarsity Christian Fellow
ship, 7:30 p.m., UCCF House, 430
University.
SUNDAY
Sigma Delta Pi, 3:30 pjn., Cor
bin Lounge.
MONDAY
Baha’i discussion group, 8:30
p.m., 305 Craighead Apts.
TUESDAY
Fieldhouse and Physical Plant
Commission, 3 p.m., ASUM Office.
Montana Affairs Commission, 4
p.m., ASUM Office.
Publications Board, 4 pm.,
ASUM Activities Room.
-Traditions Board, 6:30 pm.,
ASUM Activities Room.
Christian Science Organization,
7 pm., Room 103, Music Build
ing.
AWS House of Representatives,
4:15 p.m., LA 204.

Heinrich Jewelers
FOR PROMPT
JEWELERY REPAIR

MODEL 150
Cassette loading, cordless. Up to two hours high
qucdity recording/playback per cassette. 3 lbs.
with batteries.

*64.50

KOSKI TV
541 S. Higgins

SNAP UP BARGAINS

TYPING. 549-0251.
23-7c
TYPING fast. Accurate. 543-7482. 21-tfc
TYPING, electric. English graduate will
correct. 543-7473, evenings._____18-8c
TYPING, fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.___________________12-tfc
TYPING, 549-6602. -__________ 1-tfc
TYPING, former corporate secretary.
549-6704.___________________ 2-tfc
TYPING in my home. 258-6860. 24-8c
TYPING. Experienced. 549-7282. 24-tfc

8. HELP WANTED
BARMAIDS NEEDED, MONK’S CAVE,
Call after 4 pjn., 543-8888.____ 13-tfc
BABY SITTER three days a week. Two
boys. Call 549-4989.____________ 24-5C
^TEACHER DESIRES BABYSITTER in
home during week. 8:30 ajn.-3:00 p.m.
Phone 728-573 after 5.________ 25-5c

17. CLOTHING

Specialize in men's and women's alter
ations. 543-8184.
3-tfc
EXPERT SEWING and alterations by
JAN SUEN. 543-8094.________25-tfc

18. MISCELLANEOUS
SINGLETON FELLOWSHIP Group 2550. 549-0269._______________ 20-tfc

21. FOR SALE
1961 MGA. MUST SELL. New top and
interior. Excellent running condition.
243-4157.______________________ 23-3C
1953 Plymouth. $50. 549-3270. 23-3c
SMITH-CORONA skyrlder typewriter.
915. 549-0285 etween 6 and 9 pjn.
_________________________ 23-2c
SKIS rossignol Stratix epoxy, combi
nation flex, 210 cm., Salomon step-in
bindings, new last winter. $120 with
bindings or $95 without. 549-9263. 23-4c
HOME MADE CAKES for all occasions.
549-2753.___________________21-tfc
SKIS, Hart Combinations. 728-1097.
_________________________ 20-5c
1966 COBRA GT-350 3.00 and 3.89 gears.
Michelln tires. 18,000 actual miles, not
raced. Also. 1967 TOYOTA 4 x 4 land
cruiser. Radio, extra heater, canvas top
and regular top. 543-7949._______ 19-8c
1963 FALCON in good condition. 5498879.________________
17-tfc
LUCYS, 330 N. Higgins, for outstanding
gifts-dishes, stainless steel, wall decor
and lining in addition to fine furni
ture.______________________ 8-tfc
1966 MUSTANG GT. High performance.
Indianapolis wide ovals, air condition
ing. automatic power steering, disk
brakes, Mag 500 wheels. Candy apple
red. 19,000 miles. Call during the day.
543-8888.
22-tfo
UNIVO ELECTRIC GUITAR. Hollow
body, dual pick-ups. 543-4984. 24-3c
*53 PLYMOUTH. $50. John Levno. 549-

SPORT JACKETS IA
FOR HIRE

A

Canadian Opera
Company
1968 FALLTOUR

THE
BARBER
OF
SEVILLE
ROSSINI'S COMIC OPERA

in english
with ORCHESTRA

SATURDAY, NOV. 23
8:15 p.m.

UNIVERSITY THEATER
Tickets: $3.25, $2.75, $2.25
50# Student Reduction at the Music School or
Lodge Desk

3270.__________________________23-3C

22. FOR RENT
LOVELY, NEW ONE BEDROOM and
efficiency apartments; furnished, utili
ties paid, laundry, parking. Inquire:
329 S. 5th E.
8 — MONTANA k atmtn

SEE R O N
for your
FREE ESTIMATE
on
PAINT & REPAIRS

Be
Wise!
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W IT H A N E A S Y - T O - U S E

P E R S O N A L C H E C K IN G A C C O U N T

A few dollars and a few
minutes opens your account
<£ Checks personalized FREE,
£ Economical—costs less
than money order*'
i f NO minimum balance
i f NO charge for deposits
i f NO monthly service charge
if

western s s sank

UM Aids Indians Through ICAP
By LORRAINE EDMO
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The University of Montana, as
a member of the six university
consortium system in the United
States, has an Indian Community
Action Program.
UM is a member of the consor
tium which is an umbrella term
for six universities funded through
the Office of Economic Opportuni
ty in Washington, D.C. The univer
sities under the consortium have
received grants from the OEO to
provide assistance to Indian tribes
in the development of community
action programs.
The five other universities are:
the University of South Dakota,
Vermillion; Arizona State Univer
sity. Tempe; University of Utah,
Salt Lake; Bimidji State College,
Bimidjl, Minn., and the University
of New Mexico, Alburquerque.
Each funded university has an
Indian Community Action Pro
gram, a branch of the Bureau of
Indian Services at the university.
The original program was created
at the University of Utah in 1964.
The UM grant enables the uni
versity to provide its resources
through personal and financial as
sistance to Indians in a three state
area. UM’s ICAP serves all seven
Montana Indian reservations, the
Wind River reservation, Ft. Wa
shakie, Wyo., and the Nez Perce
reservation in Idaho.
Two Divisions
ICAP is divided into two areas:
training ICAP personnel, tribal
members and designated tribal
members to become more eco
nomically independent and more
successful citizens through im
proved knowledge and skills; and
technical assistance to help Indian
tribes with the practical problems
involved in taking advantage of
Federal, state, and local programs
for combating poverty.
The UM ICAP was funded in
June, began Aug. 1, 1968, and is
scheduled to last until May 31,
1969.
The UM consortium contract
made with OEO outlines the actu
al ICAP program and its opera
tion. The UM campus is the of
ficial site for the program but
three other Montana colleges and
one university are also a part of
the program. These five schols are
known as the Montana University
System in the contract. Other
members are: Montana State Uni
versity, Bozeman; Eastern Montana
College, Billings; Northern Mon
tana College, Havre, and Western
Montana College, Dillon.
According to the contract, this
system holds resources and capa
bilities which can be used in an
effort to aid Indians in the con
sortium area in their struggle to
reach economic, social and cultural
goals.
The ICAP program has a con
sortium . wide board of directors

for policy making and selection of
staff members.
The board of directors is made
up of five non-Indian members
from each of the participating
Montana schools and 10 Indian
representatives from the nine par
ticipating reservations.
Three ex - officio, non - voting
members also attend scheduled
meetings of the board. They are:
the state coordinator of OEO, the
state coordinator from the Indian
office and a representative of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Staff members for the UM ICAP
include an executive director, proj
ects director, four specialists in
specified areas and an executive
secretary and Staff.
George Harris, Shoshone Indian
from Ft. Washakie, is present exec
utive director of the UM ICAP.
Mr. Harris is the primary ad
ministrative officer of the program
and also serves as the executive
officer for the board of directors.
In a recent interview, Mr. Har
ris said the position of projects di-

There are 10 trainees under the
ICAP program; however, two of
the 10 are located at EMC in Bil
lings.
Mr. Harris explained that the
trainees under ICAP have a two
fold purpose: trainees develop in
an area of accredited education,
they are required to take from 915 credits while at the University
and each person trains in a spe
cialized area.
Mr. Harris added that “even if
the trainees don’t acquire a college
degree they will have had training
plus ‘somfe education.’ ”
Although a change in the Fed
eral administration will be taking
place next year, Mr. Harris is op
timistic about the continuation of
the ICAP program. “The program
may exist under a different name
and different form but it won’t be
eliminated,” he said.
He believes that the reservations
served by ICAP have reacted quite
well to the program. “The Indian
people are more concerned about

rector is now open. This person is
responsible for the planning, de
velopment, implementation and
follow up of technical assistance
and training on the reservations.
He is located on the UM campus.
Three Specialists
There are three specialists work
ing with the ICAP program. Henry
Penny, a Nez Perce Indian, covers
the area of CAP management and
has three trainees in this area. He
is temporarily in charge of Hous
ing and Man Power development
and also has three trainees in this
area.
Bill Comer has two trainees in
the area of Economic and Indus
trial development and economic
growth in tribal efforts on the
reservations.
Head Start is the final area of
specialization offered at UM and
its specialist is Mrs. Ellen Peter
sen. The two trainees and Mrs.
Petersen help with training and
technical assistance programs on
the reservations which have Head
Start programs.

May Cause Clots
DETROIT (AP)—Deaths among
American women between the ages
of 20 and 44 from blood clots in
the veins have risen as much as 12
per cent a year since birth control
pills became available, a research
er said in Detroit.
But, said Dr. Robert E. Markush, there’s no real way of de
ciding whether anything you see
in those statistics was caused by
the pill.
Dr. Markush, deputy chief of the
epidemiology branch of the Nation
al Institute of Neurological Dis
eases and Blindness, said the
d e a t h s from thromboembolism
have risen on an average of 3 to 12
per cent a year since 1962.
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“It adds a little more suspicion
that something is going on — that
there are dangers involved in us
ing the pill,” said Dr. Markush.
The researcher said the study
was the first of its kind in the
United States, and confirmed an
earlier study made in Great Bri
tain.
Dr. Markush said the British
found not only an increase in
deaths among women due to clot
ting in the veins, but an increase
in deaths as a result of clotting in
the brain as well. No such increase
in cerebral thrombosis deaths was
noted among American women,
Dr. Markush said.
Although Dr. Markush declined
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to say the increase in deaths was
caused by oral contraceptives, he
noted there is an “association” be
tween the pill and.“an increase in
mortality rates from the diseases
of the veins, of which pulmonary
embolism is the largest single com
ponent.”
A pulmonary embolism is a clot
which travels through the veins
and lodges in the lungs.
Markush said there was no simi
lar increase in fatal thromboembolisms among men during the
period since 1962. The mortality
rate for women as a result of the
vein disease has risen from 20 per
100,000 in 1962 to 64 per 100,000,
he said. S

what they are doing for their own
development,” he said. “They have
had a chance to decide their own
destiny through reservation in
volvement in ICAP.”
The trainees here at the univer
sity assist in special field projects
under the direction of their spe
cialist. These projects involve trips
to various reservations that have
requested assistance in carrying
out ICAP activities. Trainees can
realistically see the poverty situa
tion through their work.
Mr. Penny, ICAP specialist,
pointed out that the Indians are
increasingly aware of what agen
cies are trying to do for their de
velopment at the local, state and
national levels. Through ICAP the
Indian people have had a chance
to become involved in develop
mental programs at the community
level.
Trainees Comment
Several ICAP trainees com
mented on the progress of the pro
gram when asked their thoughts
about ICAP and the benefits that
they have gained from the pro
gram.
Lucille McAdams is specializ
ing in the Head Start program and
majoring in elementary education.
She has had a chance to apply her
training to her major. She says
she may go into early childhood
development and use the experi
ence she has gained in the Head
Start program.
Both Robert Howe and Louis
Headley believe that ICAP has
given them a “great” chance to go
back to school especially since they
are married.
Howe commented that a person
is more secure if he completes the
program training and his educa
tion. “More reservations are secur
ing industries and this makes its
possible to use industrial develop
ment training which is offered in
ICAP,” he said.
Tom Plouff believes that ICAP
is making a great impression on
many of the depressed areas when
utilized properly.
“Too many people have a ‘show
me’ attitude about the program
which is detrimental,” he said. “By
‘show me,’ I mean that people are
skeptical about the program be
cause of their inability to see what
the basic aim of the program is.
Until people can satisfy their own
minds and see tangible results they
will look down on the program.”
Plouff said that before coming
to the university under ICAP he
was isolated from the problems of
other reservations. He now has a
broader idea of the plight of all
Indians who are economically poor.
“I can see progress and regres
sion and know a way in which to
move and a way in which I can
help,” he commented. “Everyone
is now looking to the future and
not to the past.”
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Stanford Institute Under Study
By College Press Service
STANFORD, Calif. — Stanford
University may be moving toward
a change in its relationship with
the Stanford Research Institute
(SRI), which is known to do mili
tary research.
Acting Stanford President Rob
ert J. Glaser has set up a commit
tee of five faculty members, five
students, and two administrators to
study Stanford’s relationship with
SRI. The institute is an independ
ent, non-profit organization affili
ated with the University.
Mr. Glaser announced his plans
for the study at an unusual ap
pearance before the student legis
lature. He said the relationship “is
one of concern to many members
of the faculty and student body,”
but added, “The issues are com
plex, with many ramifications, and
are not the kind that can be re
solved overnight.”
Earlier, in an interview with the
Stanford Daily, Mr. Glaser said the
relationship “is a legitimate issue
to examine — not one to sweep
under the rug and say it doesn’t
exist.”
He said the incoming Stanford
president, Kenneth Pitzer, sup
ports the study. SRI Executive
Vice President Weldon Gibson said
the Institute would “co-operate
fully” with the study, which is
supposed to be completed by April
15.
SDS Demands
Mr. Glaser’s announcement came
shortly after the Stanford chapter
of Students for a Democratic So
ciety had demanded that the Uni
versity, SRI, and “all members of
the University community immedi
ately halt all military and eco
nomic projects and operations con
cerned with Southeast Asia.”
SDS nailed its demands to the
door of the Board of Trustees of
fice. It also demanded that all con
tracts, classified and unclassified,
be made public, including the
value of the contract and individu
als performing the work; that
Stanford and SRI trustees make
public all their corporate and gov
ernment connections; and that
Stanford faculty also make public
their corporate and government
connections.
Mr. Glaser claimed his decision
to call for the study had nothing to
do with SDS’s demands.
SDS seems to have little sup
port among the student body. A
rally they held to support the de
mands drew only about 200 of
Stanford’s 11,300 students. And a
Stanford Daily poll, based on a
computer-selected sample of 123
students, showed only 23.5 per cent

of the student body support the studying bombing sites in North
SRI is presently conducting
SDS demands, 66 per cent oppose Vietnam. Rudolph Brunsvold, about 700 research projects worth
them and 10.5 per cent are unde SRI’s vice president of planning about $65 million. About 73 per
cided.
and co-ordination, says, “As an in cent of its support comes from fed
Stanford student body president stitution we don’t take a view on eral, state, and local government,
Dennis Hayes would also like to see the rightness or wrongness of the the other 27 per cent from private
clients. About one-third of its proj
some changes in campus war re established government.”
search. At a meeting held shortly
About half of SRPs project are ects are classified. Vice President
after Mr. Glaser announced his initiated from within the Institute, Gibson said “a handful” are so se
study, Hayes asked the Board of which has a research staff of 1,- cret that even their existence can
Trustees to use their influence to 836. The other half are taken on not be revealed.
get SRI to refuse to accept new contract from government agen
About 50 Stanford professors
research contracts involving chem cies or corporations. Any research serve as consultants on various
ical, biological, or counter-insur er may decline to work on a cer SRI projects and almost 20 SRI
gency warfare research until the tain project; according to SRI of staff members lecture and teach
study is completed.
ficials.
at the University.
SDS Protests Warfare Research
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTrrrfT T TTTTT'
In making its demands, SDS
charged that SRI does chemical
and biological warfare research,
including tear gas and crop defolia
Rough Dry 1st 10 lbs.—$1.25
tion; has a staff of 55 doing coun
Self-Service Dry Cleaning—$1.50 A Load
ter-insurgency work in Thailand
— FINISH LAUNDRY —
since 1962; is performing cost
analyses of alternative bombing
NEW WESTENGHOUSE WASHERS
sites in North Vietnam; and is do
Selective Water Temperature Control
;
ing long-range surveys of invest
DRIERS 101 a load at
ment opportunities in Southeast
Asia for U. S. corporations.
In a study published last Decem
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
ber, Viet Report magazine docu
814 S. Higgins
I
mented some of the war research
^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaI
being done at SRI.
SRI has denied only that it is

NOW THROUGH
SATURDAY!
Shows at 7 P.M. & 9 P.M.
$1.50
Gen. Admission
.,$1.25
Students_____
Under 12__________ 50c
NEW
SENSATIONAL
I SMASH BOXING SHOT
IN E Y U IEFORI SHOWN j
Foe the first thwe on the wide Theetre Screen
Two Full Hours of the
Rarest Films In Boxing
History!
The World's Creeteat Champiooe In Their
Most Thrilling Fights ———Every one i ICO.

THE SPARKLE

THE SPARKLE

$8 a Lift Ticket
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Sier
ra ski resort operators have de
cided enough is too much — no
more free lift tickets for Bay Area
ski shop employes.
Ski resorts will be belting the
snow fans as much as $8 a day
for lift tickets.
The Sierra Ski Resorts Associa
tion has passed a resolution cutting
off complimentary passes for ski
shop personnel because the priv
ilege was being abused.
The Boreal Ridge manager re
ported that in one weekend a
leading area that can accommo
date 6,000 skiers a day got 1,200
with free passes.
SVTTTWTVTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!
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ROXY
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Unlike other classics“West Side Story’grows younger!
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Broadway at Bussell
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SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCES
UnitedArtists
Today, Monday and Tuesday: Cartoon at 6:50-9:50; “Story” at 7:00-10:00
Sat.-Sun.: Cartoon at 12:50-3:50-6:50-9:50; “Story” at l:t)0-4:00-7:00-10:00
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Cancer Cure Searchers Focus
On Environment Deterioration
DETROIT (AP) — A well
Marston traced the progress that
known American scientist said has been made in the treatment of
Tuesday the search for a cancer cancer.
cure has led to valuable discoveries
From a situation in which few
about health problems in the cancer patients had any hope of
world.
cure in the early 1900s, he said,
“Penetration of the mystery of there has been steady improve
cancer has stimulated research on ment to the point where about one
man’s environment, biology and in three can expect to live for at
behavior,” said Dr. Robert Mar- least another five years.
ston, director of the National In
“There are about 1.4 million
stitutes of Health.
Americans alive today who, five
The need for controlling the pol years after diagnosis, show no evi
lution of man’s environment — dence of the disease,” Marston said.
whether by automobile exhaust or
The NIH director said there is
the spraying of pesticides — has perhaps more optimism in 1968
been demonstrated by cancer re than ever before over the progress
search, Marston added.
in cancer diagnosis and treatment.
“This focus of attention on the
But, he cautioned, it also is true
problems of environmental health,” that the magnitude of the prob
he said, "may urge us to come to lems to be overcome is so great
grips with the far broader impli that both doctors and patients un
cations of a soiled and deteriorat doubtedly will find that expecta
ing environment while there is tions repeatedly exceed the ability
still time to do something about it.” to deliver.
*xtN<cie<«Mtcicm<ff!ciKtcm<ctc'ctfioctcicictctcigtcic«<c<ctK<

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS |
GROOMS THE PERFECT BEAUTY
Give us one hour and we’ll
awaken your skin with our
THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY
for complete complexion care
It’s FREE today at
BELLY DANCING, FORESTERS STYLE—Three daring foresters
bare their midriffs for a whistlin’ and dancin’ routine Tuesday
night at the Foresters Convo. (Staff photo by Bill Anderson.)

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
125 West Main

9

CAROLL’S
Billiard and Lunch
• Open every day
and evening.
Downtown Missoula
125 W. Spruce

A &B
Men’s Shop
Beat Old Man Winter
to the Punch!
JACKETS
COATS
SPORT COATS
BLAZERS

9

REDUCED 25%

|

208 N. Higgins

543-3611 I
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SAY, DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THE

5 2 1"1 F O R E S T E R S B A L L
TOMGHT and SATURDAY
8 12
-

ADAMS FIELD HOUSE
'jAr Door Prizes to 52nd and 104th Couple
Each Night
^

$80 or More in Prizes to Be Given
Away Each Night in the Costume
Contest
2 DIVISIONS
Best Dressed

Man— 1st, 2nd, 3rd Place

Best Dressed Woman— 1st, 2nd, 3rd Place
Judged on Originality, Attractiveness
Western, Pioneer, Turn of Century Theme

^

Free Hot Dogs and Soft Drinks

^

Dance to the Music by the Ray
Thrailkill Orchestra

^

Exhibits
Please Observe University Drinking Regulations
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Dow Takes Moral Stand,
Will Still Produce Napalm
By STEVE PETRANEK
MIDLAND, Mich. (CPS)—Dow
Chemical Corporation has elected
to take a moral stand on napalm—
they’re going to stick with it.
“You can debate the war, you
can talk about whether or not we
should be there,” Dow’s president
H. D. Doan said yesterday, “but
while our guys are there we feel
like giving them the weapons they
need, and believe me, they really
need this one.”
Although Mr. Doan feels the
Vietnam War has “gotten com
pletely out of hand” and favors an
immediate troop withdrawal, he
also says the napalm is “a fan
tastically useful strategic weapon.
“There’s only one tactical weap
on that can turn back the human
wave and that’s napalm,” he said.
This liquid fire bomb is the only
way to seep death into concrete
bunkers and heavily protected
troop emplacements.
Mr. Doan also said he believed
the American soldier would have
been pushed out of South Vietnam
in military defeat without napalm.
With napalm representing less
than one-half of one per cent of
total Dow sales, the decision to
continue making the sticky and
Urey gasoline gel could be little
more than principle.
No Government Pressure
Dow is not forced by any gov
ernmental pressures to continue
making napalm either. Govern
ment contracts represent less than
5 per cent of total sales.
But Dow does have an image
problem.
Citing a recent student survey
taken by the company, Mr. Doan
said that although no one asso
ciated Dow with military products
in 1966, over 90 per cent of college
students polled now know Dow
makes napalm and “the great ma
jority of the students think Dow

is the number one supplier of war
materials.”
Dow ranks 75th on a list of the
top defense contractors for the
war and Mr. Doan noted that he
was “not a bit surprised to see sev
eral universities ahead'of Dow.”
Napalm was developed before
and during the second World War,
and Dow has produced it only since
1965, when the Air Force changed
its specifications to include a thick
er gelatin base for its active ingre
dient, gasoline.
The thicker base became sty
rene, a basic building block for
most plastics. Styrene was de
veloped and first patented by Dow.
Company officials confirmed that
Dow is the best equipped major
chemical firm to produce styrene.
According to company recruit
ers, response of top students to
Dow campus interviews has not
been affected, despite the more
than 188 demonstrations in the last
year.
Mr. Doan says the company feels
a “right and a responsibility to be
on campus for those students who
want to discuss job opportunities,
and we have always supported the
right of others to debate the issues,
to demonstrate peacefully, and I
hope we always will.”
Dow is open to discussion on its
policies from stockholders and stu
dents alike and they turn down
all but the top students for job
positions.
It has been suggested by stu
dent leaders that although Dow has
only five products available for di
rect consumption, such as Saran
Wrap and oven cleaner, a boycott

Electrostatic Copying
any copy
can be mimeographed
Gateway Printing
241 W. Main

of these relatively new products
might force Dow to reconsider its
position on napalm.
Mr. Doan flatly denied that such
a move would work and noted that
Dow’s position on napalm would
not be subject to financial con
siderations.
Dow’s five consumer products
represent only two and a half per
cent of their sales.
At a stockholders meeting last
year, a Wall Street broker sug
gested that Dow might lose as
much as one-third of its sales due
to its napalm policy: An estimated
500 shareholders have sold their
stock for reasons attributed to this
policy. Dow denies that they have
really been hurt.
Long Term Worry
“We certainly couldn’t show that
we’ve been hurt statistically. What
worries us are the long-term as
pects,” said Mr. Doan, and sug
gested an example would be a
great scientist who might invent
something fantastic for Dow but
who might refuse to interview
with the company because of their
policies.
Napalm is not made here, but
Dow headquarters are located in
this JDow - dominated industrial
town ot 30,000 — of which 12,000
are employed by the company
here.

MING’S RESTAURANT
W. CENTRAL & U.S.-93 SOUTH

Want to end the evening right?
Take her to Ming’s for a delicious
Chinese Dinner

Is your club planning a banquet?
Banquets are our specialty,
Arranged to fit your needs.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—-Noon Until Midnight
SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY—Noon Until 10:00
PHONE 549-9000

THE

Florence
MOTOR INN
Missoula, Montana
•
•
•
•

banquet facilities
meeting rooms
private dining rooms
complete catering facilities

543-6631
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I Welcome, Students!)
UM Campus
Headquarters
for all your
|
|

DRAFTING & DRAWING NEEDS
Here Is a List of Supplies Available:

|

Letraset Instant Lettering

EE

Zip a Tone and Blue Zip Lettering Sheets

=

HI

Slide Rules and Replacement Parts
Leroy Sets

Felt Tip Markers

DENNISON HIGH SPEED PHOTOCOPYING
THIS AD IS WORTH 10% OFF ON ANY SUPPLIES
PURCHASED DURING NOVEMBER

EE

==
Jj

Cut extra-lean for that slim Levi’s look—made
extra-rugged with Levi’s famous heavyweight
pre-shrunk blue denim. Get months of extra
wear and trim good looks in Super Slims.
OVER 500 FAIR NOW IN STOCK!
Waist Sizes 27-36, Length 26-34
$5.50

MISSOULA BLUEPRINT COMPANY
1601 South Avenue West
Open 8-12, 1-5 Monday thru Friday

12 — MONTANA KAIMIN

Friday, Nov. 15, 1968

Phone 549-0250
8-12 on Saturday

HOLIDAY VILLAGE

